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I’ve been eating a lot lately, mostly things I do not need.

I’ve been eating so much junk as of late, I started to

wonder what was I feeding, besides my appetite, of

course. Was it loneliness? Anger? Depression? Guilt for

not doing something I said I was going to do?

This line of questioning has kept my mind swirling daily

for over a week. Each time, I noticed I became more

aware of my body. This has helped me to clearly

recognize that not only am I pushing my body beyond

its healthy capacity for food but also that the “appetite”

I’m feeding is fear.

I have been pushing my body to perform the way I wanted it to, not the way it needs to.

Why? Well, plainly put, I’ve been feeling scared and inferior lately. I fear being left behind by

my friends. I haven’t advanced professionally in the same ways they have or as quickly. To

be honest, I’ve also been living in fear of rejection from others about di erent opportunities I

want to pursue that push the boundaries of a traditional career.

So, every time I feed my body junk (some of

favorites include Dunkin Donuts co�ee,

pumpkin mu�ns from Dunkin Donuts, Chinese

food with beef, chicken,  fried rice, and french

fries) my body pushes back. After indulging, I

often feel nauseous. I feel sluggish, tired, and

apathetic. I also feel sad.  The productivity I

have been searching for was becoming a

distant memory because nothing is getting

done….until now.

One of my favorite inspirational speakers,

Melvin Britton-Miller of Momentum Education, dropped an amazing gem in my spirit about

his own relationship with food.  He said at a recent Basic Workshop,  “I don’t eat meat [every

so often] to continue to build discipline.” I thought he was being facetious at rst, but the

idea made more sense as I kept eating my way down the rabbit hole of emotional eating.
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I became tired of feeling heavy, sick, lethargic and shameful. I had allowed myself to

basically eat my feelings for one week. Finally, I said “no more”. I decided to cut out meat

this past weekend; not for discipline per say, but for the sake of feeling lighter….and to nally

face what the real issue was: MY OWN FEAR.

Here’s what a meatless weekend did for me:

1. Emotional & Mental Unload

I barely did any work this past weekend. I physically felt light, which subconsciously

prompted me to journal. I re ected and released energy I didn’t realize I was carrying. There

were no tears or sadness. I gave myself grace and focused on what I would feed my soul. It

felt amazing!

2. Consistent Levels of Energy 

I stayed up a little longer, woke up earlier and accomplished what I needed and wanted to

accomplish. Even if I didn’t accomplish EVERYTHING I wanted to do each day, I completed

signi cantly more tasks than usual.

3. New Spirit of Courageousness

Granted, I’m pretty daring as it is, but this weekend, I allowed myself to daringly be myself

with my friends and a new love interest (*Eartha Kitt Growl*). Conversations were light, fun,

loving, vulnerable and connection driven. I think because I didn’t FEEL heavy, my

conversations weren’t as heavy. I was so daring I even pitched a story I was scared to write.

Although the editor ended up passing on the story, it empowered me to jump start other

creative projects I’ve been sitting on for the past few months.

It’s now the middle of the week and that

energy has carried into the work week

untouched. I’ve actually enrolled other people

to be more playful, even at work, and I’m

continuing to go meatless for the rest of the

week.

Now is the moral of the story to give up meat?

Nope, because chicken will probably be calling

my name within the next week or so
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my name within the next week or so.

The moral of the story is to listen to your body

when it’s telling you to slow down BEFORE it shuts down. Yes, productivity is extremely

important. However, if your body isn’t in alignment with your need to be productive, take a

moment to gure out what your body is craving. It could be connected to what your mind

and soul are craving as well….and it may not be food!
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